Abstract. We perform a brief census of velocities of isolated versus binary millisecond pulsars. We find the velocities of the two populations are indistinguishable. However, the scale height of the binary population is twice that of the isolated population and the luminosity functions of the two populations are different. We suggest that the scale height difference may be an artifact of the luminosity difference. We examine the magnetic fields of the two populations as a possible source of the luminosity difference.
Introduction
We expect MSPs to have lower velocities than the population of regular pulsars, because the kick from the supernova progenitor had to be small enough to leave the binary intact. Producing an isolated MSP requires an even more particular scenario. The binary must remain intact during and after the supernova, and then after the spin-up phase the companion must leave the system or be evaporated. Several authors have debated whether isolated MSP velocities are lower, higher, or indistinguishable from those of the general population of MSPs. McLaughlin et al. (2004) suggest we might expect isolated MSPs to have higher velocities. They argue that if isolated MSPs are formed by ablation, we would expect them to form from the tighter binaries which are more susceptible to ablation. The correlation between tight binaries and higher velocities is suggested by Tauris & Bailes (1996) . McLaughlin et al. (2004) present the argument for faster velocities for isolated MSPs as a counterpoint to their timing proper motion and scintillation measurements which suggest the opposite, as do the measurements of Johnston, Nicastro, & Koribalski (1998) and Toscano et al. (1999b) . Hobbs et al. (2005) , however, find the velocities of the populations to be indistinguishable. In Lommen et al. (2006) we measured the transverse velocity of PSR J0030+0451 which is unusually small, even compared to the isolated MSP population. In this brief article, we have used this as an excuse to reconsider the question of the velocity of isolated MSPs as compared to the binary MSP population.
MSP velocities
The 29 MSPs in the Galactic Disk with measured proper motions are shown in Table 1 . PSR J1730-2304, which has no measured declination proper motion, has been included in the table for completeness but has not been included in any of the following calculations. We corrected each pulsar's velocity to its LSR as follows. We used the measured proper motion and distance to calculate a three dimensional vector representing the (two dimensional) transverse motion of the pulsar in the reference frame of the Sun. We then removed the solar motion and rotated the resulting vector from the LSR of the sun to the LSR of the pulsar. Finally, we recovered those two components of the vector which are perpendicular to the line of sight. This computation required selecting a value for the unknown LOS velocity of the pulsar; we chose a value appropriate for a star at rest in the pulsar's LSR.
This corrected velocity is listed in the second to last column of An alternative statistic for evaluating the dynamics of pulsar populations is the distribution of heights above or below the galactic plane, z. For the pulsars listed, one finds that the standard deviation from zero for the binary MSP population is twice that of the isolated MSP population: 570 ± 90 pc vs 280 ± 65 pc. Figure 1 shows a histogram of z for each population. The isolated MSP population is represented in the upper half of the figure, the binary MSP population in the lower half. Figure 1 shows that the known isolated MSPs are closer to the Plane than are the known binary MSPs. This could be either a reflection of differences in the intrinsic spatial distributions of the two types of MSPs, or a selection effect. A smaller intrinsic spread in scale heights for isolated MSPs is only possible if that population also has a smaller intrinsic velocity distribution, so that the objects do not travel as far from the Plane as they oscillate in the Galaxy's potential. Our determination that the two velocity distributions are in fact indistinguishable makes this scenario unlikely. However, with identical velocity distributions, a difference in intrinsic luminosity distributions would cause the less-luminous population to be detected only to smaller distances and hence only to smaller scale heights. In fact, Bailes et al. (1997) find that luminosities of isolated and binary MSPs are different at the 99.5% confidence level, with the isolated MSPs being intrinsically dimmer. We have confirmed their results with an updated catalog; also, a simple examination of the median distance of the isolated population (510 pc) compared to the median distance of the binary population (1155 pc) suggests that the isolated MSPs must be less luminous.
Magnetic field
If the luminosity difference is real then perhaps we could actually observe a magnetic field difference between the populations. We did a "quick and dirty" census of magnetic fields simply using the Parkes pulsar catalog 1 . Figure  2 shows a histogram of the magnetic fields of the two populations. As you can see, our brief investigation into this matter was inconclusive. We intend to do a more complete study in the near future.
Conclusion
We conclude that isolated MSPs are less luminous than binary MSPs. As a starting point for a search for the cause of the difference we compared the magnetic fields of the two 1 http://www.atnf.csiro.au/research/pulsar/psrcat/ populations but found they were similar. Ablation is currently the favored scenario for creation of isolated MSPs, but it is not known how ablation could render MSPs less luminous or why MSPs more likely to ablate their companions would be less luminous to begin with. Currently we only know of two ablating MSPs in the disk: PSR B1957+20 and J2051-0827 Stappers et al. (2003 Stappers et al. ( , 1998 . The discovery of more MSPs, and in particular of more ablating MSPs will aid finding the source of the difference in luminosities. Camilo et al. (1996) p Distance from parallax. n DM distance from NE2001. o Some other method used to acquire distance. The text of the cited reference should be consulted for details.
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